Word arrives that an editor is soon to leave a medical journal. Did he jump or was he pushed? Pushed, says my informant. The allegation was moonlighting and denying an author the right to criticise the institution the editor was moonlighting for. Authors are not the only people, it seems, who can have career-fatal conflicts of interest.

Imagine arriving at work one morning to discover that 20 of your closest physician colleagues, together with members of the nursing team and your patients, had been struck down with an utterly strange disease with no obvious cause. Over a matter of a few days, a quarter of those affected had to be transferred to intensive care, where one in ten subsequently died. This story seems more like an American medical drama than real life. But, as Joseph Sung described in his gripping Lilly Lecture at the Royal College of Physicians last week, these events really did take place in 2003---the birth of Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS). Sung is now Vice-Chancellor and President of the Chinese University of Hong Kong. But in 2003 he was a simple gastroenterologist plunged into a crisis that, at one point, seemed to herald the complete collapse of the Hong Kong health system. Hospitals were poorly prepared. Infectious diseases were not taken seriously. Infection control was weak. There was overcrowding, with insufficient protective equipment for those exposed to patients. The index case was a tourist from China who, rather eerily, stayed in Room 911 at a local hotel. (That room no longer exists, the hotel management having decided to erase the memory of 911 and replace it with 913.) 321 residents at an apartment block in Amoy Garden were the next to fall. Restaurants stopped serving game. The media were unduly reassured. Uncertainty was not properly acknowledged. Yet out of this catastrophe came extraordinary kindness and compassion. Hong Kong became a city in harmony with itself. Collaboration was unprecedented. This was the "art of leadership", and Joseph Sung had it in spades.

Last week saw the launch of the Decade of Action for Road Safety. Was everyone happy? No. "It\'s appalling that the Decade of Action does not address climate, energy, other environmental or non-injury health issues", wrote Hank Weiss, Director and Professor of the Department of Preventive and Social Medicine at the Dunedin School of Medicine in New Zealand. Is WHO listening?

It\'s a pity we only appreciate people once they die. Thanks to the "inaugural lecture", academics, usually so quick to pick fights with one another, can legitimately sit back and enjoy the lives and successes of their colleagues. Oona Campbell, professor of epidemiology and reproductive health at the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, recently gave her inaugural lecture---or, as someone said to me, her mid-life obituary. She did a splendid job, finding the perfect metaphor for her subject of pregnancy and childbirth. Having a child is being in a liminal state, she said. A woman is on the threshold of two entirely different existential planes. For too many women today, they will never fully experience the second of those planes. It\'s the poorest who die most. And although there has been progress, too many women are invisible to those with the power to change attitudes and actions. Oona\'s inaugural lecture allowed the audience to look back on her life, to reassess the history of maternal health, to observe patterns of success and failure, and to see how the future might be better than the past. We all deserve a mid-life obituary.

Who are the public intellectuals of medicine? In a recent British newspaper article, several names were offered. Ray Tallis, Ben Goldacre, Hugh Pennington, Robert Winston. Some scientists made the grade too---Colin Blakemore, Susan Greenfield, Paul Nurse. These are some of the great and the good of science. A president of the Royal Society here, a former head of the Medical Research Council there. But power isn\'t the best definition of a public intellectual. A better description is someone whose ideas, sculpted and polished in the closed world of academia, escape into the public world to bounce through the media and our minds in ways that defy the usual standards of academic discourse. My list of public intellectuals in medicine would also include Atul Gawande, Martin McKee, Allyson Pollock, and Michael Marmot. Who would you add to that list?
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